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EMAIL    DFES PROLOGUKCOM
2EF $/-%.
 #ROWN COPYRIGHT 
0RODUCED BY THE  
$EPARTMENT FOR %DUCATION AND 3KILLS 
WWWDFESGOVUK
4HE CONTENT OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE REPRODUCED FREE 
OF CHARGE BY SCHOOLS AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES PROVIDED THAT 
THE MATERIAL IS ACKNOWLEDGED AS #ROWN COPYRIGHT THE 
PUBLICATION TITLE IS SPECIüED IT IS REPRODUCED ACCURATELY 
AND NOT USED IN A MISLEADING CONTEXT !NYONE ELSE 
WISHING TO REUSE PART OR ALL OF THE CONTENT OF THIS 
PUBLICATION SHOULD APPLY TO /03) FOR A CORE LICENCE
4HE PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE #ROWN COPYRIGHT 
PROTECTED MATERIAL DOES NOT EXTEND TO ANY MATERIAL 
IN THIS PUBLICATION WHICH IS IDENTIüED AS BEING THE 
COPYRIGHT OF A THIRD PARTY
!PPLICATIONS TO REPRODUCE THE MATERIAL FROM THIS 
PUBLICATION SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO
/03) 4HE )NFORMATION 0OLICY $IVISION 
3T #LEMENTS (OUSE 
p #OLEGATE .ORWICH .2 "1 
&AX   
EMAIL HMSOLICENSING CABINETOFüCEXGSIGOVUK
$ISCLAIMER
4HE $EPARTMENT FOR %DUCATION AND 3KILLS WISHES TO 
MAKE IT CLEAR THAT THE $EPARTMENT AND ITS AGENTS ACCEPT 
NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACTUAL CONTENT OF ANY MATERIALS 
SUGGESTED AS INFORMATION SOURCES IN THIS DOCUMENT 
WHETHER THESE ARE IN THE FORM OF PRINTED PUBLICATIONS OR 
ON A WEBSITE
)N THESE MATERIALS ICONS LOGOS SOFTWARE PRODUCTS AND 
WEBSITES ARE USED FOR CONTEXTUAL AND PRACTICAL REASONS 
4HEIR USE SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED AS AN ENDORSEMENT 
OF PARTICULAR COMPANIES OR THEIR PRODUCTS
4HE WEBSITES REFERRED TO IN THESE MATERIALS EXISTED AT 
THE TIME OF GOING TO PRINT
4UTORS SHOULD CHECK ALL WEBSITE REFERENCES CAREFULLY 
TO SEE IF THEY HAVE CHANGED AND SUBSTITUTE OTHER 
REFERENCES WHERE APPROPRIATE
